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Civil air patrol uniform guidelines

Looking Sharp in CAP Uniforms CAP members are authorized to wear CAP distinctive uniforms as well as uniforms similar to the U.S. Air Force. Civil Air Patrol uses distinctive emblems, informative and badges to identify individuals wearing the Air Force-style uniforms as CAP members. Wearing the Air Force-style uniforms, as well as the informative, badges, and devices worn on these uniforms are as
prescribed by the commander CAP-USAF with the approval of headquarters USAF. Civil Air Patrol prescribes wear policy and the use of CAP emblems, informative, and badges on the CAP distinctive uniforms. Members who prefer to wear the Air Force-style uniforms must meet the weight and grooming standards prescribed in CAPM 39-1. Basic wear instructions for our most common uniform
combinations are available by clicking on the information below. When Chief Master Sergeant of U.S. Air Force Kaleth Wright speaks to fellow airmen his uniform is perfect. Is yours? YOUR UNIFORM is a visual representation of your commitment to the Core values. Because uniforms are unique – only CAP cadets wear the CAP cadet uniform – they are a source of pride. Wearing the uniform is part of your
leadership training. The uniform helps you develop self-discipline, personal responsibility and self-respect. When you wear the uniform, you represent not only yourself, but also all cap and the U.S. Air Force, so wear the uniform with pride. How to obtain uniforms Your squadron may be able to provide some uniform items for free. If not, consider our uniformed partner, Vanguard, or if you live near an Air
Force installation, local leaders are asking about the military clothing sales store. The proposed best practice is for each cadet to obtain a utility uniform (camouflage) uniform as soon as possible. Two versions are available, ABUs and BDUs. The ordered cost is $150. Upon completion of Performance 1, CAP offers cadets with a Curry Blues Proof for the dress blues uniform. Again, some items may be
available locally for free. The ordered cost is $150, less a $100 voucher. When a cadet outgrows a uniform or leaves CAP, we ask families to turn those items into the squadron so other cadets can use them. How to prepare your uniform for a quick start, see pages 7-9 in the New Cadet Guide, pictured below. Ten Tips for Looking Sharp in Uniform Keep you informative in a special place at home. Prepare
your uniform the night you wear it. Trim loose strings of buttons, bags and belt loops. Use spray starch when ironing. Acquire enforcers or put cardboard behind your ribbons. Check your look in a full-length mirror. Keep a small cloth with you to dust your shoes and brass. Check your gig line when you leave a car or toilet. Avoid leaning against anything while in uniform. Ask your wingman to double-check
your uniform and return the favor Sewing spots the easy way, courtesy of a Spaatz cadet's mother. Civil Air Patrol is an assist from the USAF, and accordingly has been subjected uniform regulations. Be sure to use civil air patrol UNIFORM MANUAL 39-1. read before making purchases. New cadets are eligible to receive the Air Force style blue uniform at no cost to them through the Cadet Uniform
Program, during junction (depending on the availability of Air Force funding) Talk to the deputy commander of cadets for more details. Quick Links Uniform FAQ's Q: Why Wear Cadets Uniforms? A: CAP uses uniforms to promote teamwork and develop self-discipline. The uniform motivates cadets to set high standards for themselves and to live out their core values of integrity, voluntary service, excellence
and respect. In addition, cadets practice military customs and courts as part of their leadership training. Q: Which uniforms are wearing cadets? A: There are 3 basic cadet uniforms: The short-sleeved (Air Force style) blue uniform, the BDU (camouflage) uniform and the PT uniform. It is carried according to a published schedule on www.capli.com. Q: How do cadets acquire uniforms? A: New cadets are
eligible to receive the Air Force style blue uniform at no cost to them through the Cadet Uniform Program, joining (depending on the availability of Air Force funding). BDUs and other uniform items may be available through your squadron's offering or can be purchased through the online Vanguard apparel sales store or local Military offering stores. Q: How do cadets obtain uniformly informative? A:
Purchase is also available through Vanguard, CAP's official supplier of uniformly informative and uniform items. Over time, our squadron will have a limited supply of the basic insights. Q: Where do the spots, informative, etc. A: See the uniform tutorial CAPM 39-1 included in the member kit. It is recommended that you download and print this document. Battle Dress Uniform Male/Female Uniform Items
Cadets need a BDU uniform to acquire. There are a number of sources from which BDU uniforms can be accessed. However, CAP specific items will have to be ordered by CAP's vendor, Vanguard, by www.civilairpatrolstore.com, Phone 1-800-221-1264. All item numbers at Vanguard for the BDU-related items are as follows: (bold items are CAP specific) BDU Cap - CAP0990M BDU shirt - CAP1401 BDU
Pants - CAP1400A Blue Web Belt w/ Black Buckle and Black Belt Tip -2500510 Plain Black Crew T-Shirt -- CAP8509 Combat Boots -CAP3200 or Jungle Boots -CAP2800A Boat Bands (stretch straps that go around the tops of the boot) -2650175 Canvas Name Tape (of) - 4432430 Civil Air Patrol Tape - CAP0599K CAP cutout - CAP0820 - or Grade Collar Devices (as appropriate) US Flag Patch (reverse) -
4432430 Civil Air Patrol Massachusetts Wing Patch - CAP0637T Download of the BDU Uniform mini poster Blue Air Force Uniform (Blues) To complete the uniform, cadets will need to obtain shoes, black socks or hose, and informative (metal CAP cutout Blue name tag, and enrolled cadet flight cap device) on their own. To do this, contact CAP's seller, Vanguard, at telephone 1-800-221-1264. Item
numbers at Vanguard for the necessary insights are as follows: Flight Cap device - CAP0748A 3-Line nameplate (surname) - CAP0599M CAP cutout - CAP0820 Ca Tie Male Uniform Blue Enlisted Flight Cap Blues Shirt (Long/Short Sleeve) Tie Blues Pants Blue Belt w/ Silver Buckle White V-Neck T-Shirt Black Military Dress Shoes Black Dress Socks Blue Cadet Nameplate Flight Cap Insignia Name Tag
&amp; Grade Collar Devices (as Applicable) Ri Built-in (as Applicable) Load the Male Cadet Uniform mini poster Cadet Female Uniform Blue Air Force Uniform (Blues) Blue Enlisted Flight Cap Blues Shirt (Long/Short Sleeve) Tie Blues Pants Blue Belt w/ Silver Buckle White V-Shirt Grade Collar Devices (as applicable) Ribbons (as applicable) Download the Female Cadet Uniform mini poster for complete
CAPM39-1 , please click here. Chapter 3. Grooming and Appearance Standards. 3.1. Personal care standards. This chapter describes personal grooming while WEARING the USAF-style or Corporate-style uniforms. Commander's discretion can be used to determine whether individual's personal care is within standards of this manual. Commanders do not have authority to await care and appearance
standards, except as identified in this tutorial. The personal grooming standards listed are minimum standards that represent common appearance issues and are not all-inclusive. Although members have the right, within established limits, to express their individuality through their appearance, this tutorial defines what is and what is not an acceptable, professional image for CAP members. Except for minor
variations based on gender differences, all CAP staff must adhere to the same personal grooming standards depending on the uniform they wear (USAF-style or Corporate-style). Commanders have the responsibility to determine compliance with the letter and intent of this manual and to correct the obvious violations, regardless of whether the situation identified is clearly written in this manual. 3.2. USAF-
style Uniform Grooming Standards. Members must comply with the requirements of this paragraph and subparagraphs to wear the USAF style uniform. All cadets must adhere to USAF-style grooming standards regardless of what uniform combination they wear. 3.2.1. General requirements for hair. Will be clean, well cared for, present a professional look and allow proper grinding of head carrier and meet
safety requirements. Will not contain excessive amounts of care aids (e.g., gel, mousse, pomade and moisturize), appear lopsided, either touch eyebrow, or end under an imaginary line at the top of the eyebrows that are parallel to the ground. If applied, dye should be bleaching agents and frost natural, human hair colors. The hair colour must complement the member's complexity and skin tone. Examples
of natural human hair colors are brown, blonde, blonde, natural red, black or gray. Forbidden examples (not all-inclusive) are burgundy, purple, orange, fluorescent or neon colors. Wigs can be worn due to a temporary medical condition if they meet the standards of this paragraph. 3.2.2. Hair (Male). Tapered look on both sides and the back of the head, both with and without headgear. A tapered look is one
that when seen from any angle describes the member's hair so that it meets the shape of the head, curve inward to the natural termination point without eccentric direction flowing, twists or spiking. A block cut is allowed with tapered appearance. Hair will not be more than 11/4 inches in bulk regardless of length and 1/4 inch at natural termination point; so that just now cut or shaved hair on the back of the
neck to touch the collar. Hair will not touch the ears or stick out from under the front strap of the head carrier. Clean shaved heads, military high-and-tight or flat-top cuts are authorized. Prohibited examples (not all inclusive) are Mohawk, mullet, wheat, dreadlocks or attested design. Men are not authorized hair extensions. See Attachment 3 for sideburns, mustache and beard and for graphic examples of
male hair standards. 3.2.2.1. Sideburns. If worn, sideburns will be straight and even width (not flamed), and will not extend below the bottom of the orifice of the ear opening. Sideburns will end up in a clean-shaved horizontal line. 3.2.2.2. Mustaches. Male members may have mustaches; but they will be conservative (moderately, being within reasonable limits; not excessive or extreme) and will not extend
downward beyond the lip line of the upper lip or stretching sideways beyond a vertical line drawn upwards from both corners of the mouth. 3.2.2.3. Beards. Beards were not authorized. Members who require wear wear from a beard for medical or religious reasons will wear the Corporate-style uniform. 3.2.3. Hair (Female). Minimum length is one inch to a maximum largest share of three inches of scalp.
Hair can begin to gradually taper from one inch in length to 1/4 inch in length about three inches from the hairline (no shaved heads, flat tops, etc.). Hair will end up above the lower edge of collar and any side of an invisible line drawn parallel to the ground. When in doubt, evaluate correct length of hair with the member standing in the position of attention. Except in the physical training uniform (PTU), hair
lengths that would be below the bottom edge of the collar will be pinned with no loose ends. Hair will not touch either eyebrow, to include an invisible line about eyebrows and parallel to the ground. If worn, hair needles, combs, headbands, elastic bands and barrettes should match the hair color (that is, blonde, brunette, natural red, black, gray), but hers still has to meet bulk and appearance standards.
Ornaments are not authorized (i.e. ribbons, beads, gem pins). Scrubs are not authorized. Attachment 3 for women's hair. 3.2.3.1. The intention is that pinned hair is in a which prevents loose ends from stretching upwards on the head. For example, when using a clip or hairdants, hair will not present the appearance of a tail; when hair is in a bun, all loose ends must be tucked and secured; when hairstyle
based on a ponytail is used, it should be pulled all the way through the elastic band and can naturally hang downwards and not extend under the bottom of the collar. As with all hairstyles, a neat and professional image is essential. 3.2.3.2. Braids, micro-braids and wheat are authorised. However, they should be a natural search color for people similar to the individual's hair color; conservative (moderate,
being within reasonable limits; not excessive or extreme) and not presenting a dull appearance. A braid is three or more servings/strands of infused hair. When worn, various braids will be of uniform dimension, small in diameter (about 1/4 inches), shows no more than 1/4 inches of scalp between the braids and should be tightly intertwined to present a neat, professional and well-groomed look. Pigtails
should continue at the end of the hair in one direction, in a straight line, and can be worn loose or a safe style within hair standards in paragraph 3.1.3 above. Dreadlocks (defined as long as strands of hair that are now twisted off the scalp to the tips; heavy carpeted coils of hair that form by themselves, eventually fusing along to form a single fear; or unkempt, twisted, minted individual parts of hair), shaved
head, flattops and military high-and-tight cuts are not authorized hairstyles for female members in the USAF 3.2.3.3. Hair color, highlighters, and frost will not be faded and will be natural looking hair color for humans, similar to the individual's hair color (e.g. black, brunette, blonde, natural red, and gray). 3.2.3.4. Body hair. Female members will remove bone hair that protrudes visibly outside the appropriate
hosiery or cause a visibly unequal texture under hosiery. 3.2.4. Fingernails. Male members were not authorized to wear nail silk. If worn by women, nail bag will be a single color that does not clearly contrast with the female member's complexity, detract from the uniform, or be extreme colors. Some examples of extreme colors include but are not limited to, purple, gold, blue, black, bright (fire engine) red
and florescent colors. Do not apply designs to nail or apply two-tone or multi-tone colors; however, white-point French manicures are authorized. Fingernails may not exceed 1/4 inches long outside the tip of the finger and must be taken care of cleanly and well. Fingernails should not interfere with performing assigned duties. Fingernails should fit properly from prescribed safety equipment or uniform items in
the notch. 3.2.5. Cosmetics. Male members are not authorized to wear cosmetics. Female members may wear cosmetics; however, if worn, will be conservative (moderate, within reasonable limits; not excessive or or and in good taste. Female members will not wear shades of lipstick that clearly contrast with their complexion, which detracts from the uniform, or which are extreme colors. Some examples of
extreme colors include but are not limited to, purple, gold, blue, black, bright (fire-engine) red, and fluorescent colors. 3.2.6. Tattoos/Brands/Body Markings. For purposes of this tutorial, a tattoo is defined as an image, design, or mark made on the skin or other parts of the body by staining it with an indelible dye, or by any other method, including photos, designs or markings that are only noticeable or visible
under certain conditions (such as ultraviolet or invisible incar tattoos). A brand is defined as a photo, design or other brand burned in the skin or other parts of the body. Body markings are photos, designs, or other markings due to the use of means other than burning to permanently scar or mark the skin. 3.2.6.1. Tattoos/Brands/Body Markings (Inappropriate Content or Excessive). Excessive
tattoos/brands/body markings will not be exposed or visible (includes visible through the uniform) while wearing any/all uniform combination(s). These include any combination of short sleeve, long sleeve, open collar uniform, utility uniform sleeves rolled up or worn down, flight duty uniform, etc. Excessive is defined as any tattoos/brands/body markings that are over 1/4 (25%) of the exposed body part and
is readily visible when any /all uniform combinations(s) wear. Members with tattoos/brands/body marks who tend to bring discredit on CAP or the USAF must ensure that they are not visible in uniform. Additional guidance, if necessary, is available in AFI 36-2903. 3.2.7. Body hole / Ornamentation. With the exception of earrings for women (see paragraphs 6.3.1.1), all members are prohibited from making
objects, articles, jewellery or ornamentation visible to or through the ear, nose, tongue, eye sheets, lips or any exposed body part while in uniform, prompting, prompting or displaying. 3.2.8. Dental ornamentation. Teeth, whether natural, covered or veneered, will not be ornamented with designs, gems, initials, etc. The use of yellow gold, white gold or platinum caps (permanently or temporarily) simply to add
ornamentation to the teeth and is not required by dental/medical necessity (such as arms) is prohibited. Waivers are not required for members with permanent yellow gold, white gold or platinum caps applied due to dental/medical necessity. 3.2.9. Body Change/Amendment. Intentional changes and/or changes to a membership body leading to a visible, physical effect that is mutilated, deformed or
otherwise detracting from a professional military image is prohibited. 3.3. Corporate-style Uniform member's wearing civic attire at CAP Events Grooming Standards. Members must comply with the requirements of this paragraph and subparagraphs to wear the corporate-style uniform. In addition, even if it is not in uniform and wearing civic attire, members are expected to adhere to these guidelines when
at CAP events or on official CAP duty. Cadets wearing Corporate-style uniforms are needed to meet USAF-style uniform grooming standards. 3.3.1. Hair. Hair should be clean, well cared for and neat. If colored, will look like natural hair color. If wigs or hairpieces are worn, they should be of good quality and fit properly. Hair will not touch the eyebrows when cared for. Beards for men are authorized. 3.3.2.
Nail Polish. Male members were not authorized to wear nail silk. If worn by women, nail bag will be a single color that does not clearly contrast with the female member's complexity, detract from the uniform, or be extreme colors. Some examples of extreme colors include but are not limited to, purple, gold, blue, black, bright (fire engine) red and florescent colors. Do not apply designs to nail or apply two-
tone or multi-tone colors; however, white-point French manicures are authorized. Fingernails should not be excessively long and should be taken care of cleanly and well. Fingernails should not interfere with performing assigned duties. Fingernails should not hinder proper fits of prescribed safety equipment or uniform items. 3.3.3. Cosmetics. Male members are not authorized to wear cosmetics with
corporate-style uniforms. Female members may wear cosmetics; however, if worn, they will be conservative (moderate, being within reasonable limits; not excessive or extreme) and in good taste. Female members will not wear shades of lipstick that clearly contrast with their complexion, which detracts from the uniform, or which are extreme colors. Some examples of extreme colors include but are not
limited to, purple, gold, blue, black, bright (fire-engine) red, and fluorescent colors. 3.3.4. Tattoos/Brands/Body Markings. For purposes of this tutorial, a tattoo is defined as an image, design, or mark made on the skin or other parts of the body by staining it with an indelible dye, or by any other method, including photos, designs or markings that are only noticeable or visible under certain conditions (such as
ultraviolet or invisible incar tattoos). A brand is defined as a photo, design or other brand burned in the skin or other parts of the body. Body markings are photos, designs, or other markings due to the use of means other than burning to permanently scar or mark the skin. 3.3.4.1. Tattoos/Brands/Body Markings (Inappropriate Content or Excessive). Excessive tattoos/brands/body markings will not be
exposed or visible (includes visible through the uniform) while wearing any/all uniform combination(s). These include any combination of short sleeve, long sleeve, open collar uniform, utility uniform sleeves rolled up or worn down, flight uniform, etc. Excessive is defined as any tattoos/brands/body markings that are over 1/4 (25%) of the exposed body part and is readily visible when any /all uniform
combinations(s) wear. Members with markings that tend to bring discredit on CAP or the USAF must ensure that it is not visible in uniform. Questions about this paragraph will be directed to NHQ/DP. 3.3.5. Body hole / Ornamentation. 3.3.5.1. Body Hole /Ornamentation. With the exception of earrings for women (see paragraph 6.3), all members are prohibited from attaching objects, articles, jewellery or
ornamentation to or through the ear, nose, tongue, tooth/teeth, eye sheets, lips or any exposed body part to or through the uniform or clothing). The ban applies while wearing the Corporate-style uniform and while in civilian attire attendance at a CAP event, while in civilian wear on CAP duty, and while in civilian attire on a military installation when there are activities with CAP activities. 3.3.5.2. Dental
ornamentation: Teeth, whether natural, covered or veneered, will not be ornamented with designs, gems, initials, etc. The use of yellow gold, white gold or platinum caps (permanently or temporarily) simply to add ornamentation to the teeth and is not required by dental/medical necessity (such as arms) is prohibited. 3.3.5.3. Body change/Change. Intentional changes and/or changes to a membership body
leading to a visible, physical effect that is mutilated, deformed or otherwise detracting from a professional image is prohibited in uniform or in civic attire when representing cap. Examples of prohibited behavior include (but are not limited to) tongue split or fork, tooth filing, obtaining visible, mutilated skin implants, and gouging (penetrating holes large enough to allow light to shine through.) by.)
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